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SNAPSHOT: 

• CMP: Rs. 35 
• Market Cap:  Rs. 6,060 Cr. 
• Book Value:  Rs. 16 

• Equity capital:  342 Cr. 
 

• Debt to equity: 0.30 
• Interest Coverage Ratio: 1.57 

 
• Promoter holding: 60 % 

1) About Company:  

 

➢ India’s No. 1 TV News network by reach, 

viewership share and revenue 

➢ Viewership share of 13.4% across news, 

entertainment and infotainment 

➢ TV18’s portfolio of channels and digital 

properties reaches consumers in 15 

languages across 26 states. 

➢ It is a subsidiary of Network18 (Network 18 

holds 51% of TV18) 
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Portfolio: 

 

Vision: 

✓ TV18 aims to be a channel-agnostic provider of top-drawer content.  

✓ Our strategy is to be present in all key market-segments where we believe 

profitable growth is possible in the medium-term.  

✓ The vision is to consolidate our position as India’s top media house with 

unparalleled reach, and touch the lives of Indians across geographies and genres. 

 

Noteworthy Facts: 
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2) Investment Thesis: 

 

a) Strong Parentage: RIL Group 

 

➢ The media and entertainment business is a key element to RIL group’s approach to expand 

their growth in the field of digital outreach. 

➢ The TV18 group has strong operational linkages with the digital services business of RIL – Jio 

➢ Bundling: - TV18’s various channels including its OTT platform (VOOT) comes up with RIL’s 

digital services offering. It facilitates customer engagement & retention. 

Sign of a Telco Player moving to marketplace. (Think Vertical Integration – From telecom 

access to content) 

 

b) Diversified offerings: 

 

➢ TV18 is the only broadcasting Company in India which spans both news and 

entertainment, across national and regional, in English, Hindi and vernacular languages. 

 

c) Regional Focus: 

 

➢ The company is betting on the play of “Network effect” and play on Vernacular media 

growth - Benefits of Regional portfolio across News (14) and Entertainment (9) channels. 

➢ TV18’s regional portfolio has been the star performer of the year, as they augmented the 

consumption of regional content and monetization across broadcasting and digital.  

 

d) Marquee Channels/shows: 

 

➢ CNBC TV18 & CNBC AWAZ: dominate the Business News Genre ~65% viewership share and 

over 75% market share in advertising. Significant out of Home Viewership gives premium 

positioning Positive leverage to equity markets, Events and IPs provide resilience. 

➢ Colors: amongst top primary General Entertainment Channel.  

➢ Big Boss’ latest season was the highest-rated season ever and it reached out to 200Mn+ 

viewers 

 

e) Foray into Digital/ Video on Demand (VOOT): 

 

➢ TV18 is leveraging smartphone penetration, increasing geographical coverage of high-speed 

data and reducing data cost by capturing the digital landscape and offering innovative 

content on new-age platform. 

➢ More than 85% of content consumption comes from mobile devices 
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➢ At VOOT, TV18 group is experimenting with newer business models and a continuously 

refreshed content 

palette. 

 

 

➢ VOOT Freemium 

Plans to launch 

subscription service 

under freemium 

model 

➢ VOOT’s product 

proposition has been 

bolstered through 

making news channel 

content available on it too.  

➢ Additionally, the platform is making rapid strides towards a pay model too. 

➢ TV18 has realized that Digital media is the fastest growing category and have positioned 

themselves to benefit from it via VOOT. 

 

f) Company’s future strategies: 

 

➢ A strong and pipe-agnostic content strategy, innovations in programming formats, and a 

focus on building robust platforms 

➢ TV18 group is riding on smartly curated content defined by differentiated storylines, fresh 

subjects, and innovative concepts and formats, all of which cater to diverse consumer 

preferences. 

➢ With a wide-ranging presence in television, movies, digital and film production, TV18 plans 

to captivate their audiences with compelling content across platforms. 
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3) Key Risks: 

a) Fragmentation of viewership 

b) Advertisement revenues are cyclical and might have an adverse impact because of ongoing 

lockdown. 

c) Gestation losses from the new channels 

d) Extension of funding support to its parent, Network18, has mainly constrained TV18’s 

balance sheet. 

e) Investors should look at key trends, especially in media companies’ evolving delivery 

models. Mobile and Internet solutions are increasingly delivering media content. This shifts 

a significant portion of revenues from traditional media distributors to digital media players. 

f) Rising competitive intensity in digital and an ad-environment. 

g) Regulatory Risk: The Indian broadcast industry is heavily regulated across a multitude of 

areas including distribution, taxation, etc. 

 

4) Financials of TV18: 

 

➢ Revenue Share: (65% Advertisements & 35% Subscription) 

- Even though there was a marginal impact on the company’s operating performance, as 

the lockdown was declared. Nevertheless, subscription revenues remained stable 

supporting the operating performance. 

 

➢ Robust expansion in operating margins in recent years. 

 

➢ Improved Profitability:  

- Flagship entertainment channel regained top ranking through success of marquee shows 

and niches began to contribute positively to bottom-line. 
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- Monetization of content through partnerships and continued subscription revenue 

growth coupled with cost optimizations across verticals boosted profitability 

 

➢ Streamlining of operating costs: Both quantum and cost of programming was tweaked for 

efficiency and focus was maintained on key shows.  

 

➢ The rise in borrowings is to fund the company’s losses in regional news channels and to 

provide funding support to Network18. 

 

➢ Company has adequate liquidity position - we can take support from the fact that it is owned 

by RIL and hence we have considerable refinancing flexibility. 

Also, in short-term TV18’s profitability is adequate and it generates good cash flow from 

operations. 

 

5) The Merger: Listed entities TV18, Den and Hathway to be merged into Network18  

(Scheme, subject to receipt of all approvals, is expected to be consummated by Q2FY21) 

 

Aim: To create Flagship Media & Distribution entity of Reliance group 

Resultant:  

➢ Diversified business, with better visibility and control 

➢ Operationally & financially stronger 

➢ Cost synergies from removal of overheads, and scale from integration. 

➢ Reduced volatility of profitability. 

➢ Enhanced scale to benefit all businesses 

➢ Unique combination of content & distribution across linear & digital. 
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What Numbers and a basic comparison with competitors tells us: 

 

a) The resultant or merged entity would be at par with competitors like SUN & ZEE in terms of 

revenues. 

b) Merged entity would have following benefits and would be able to scale and become 

profitable very quickly: 

 

c) Net Debt Free – This will boost ROE and allow for future growth 

d) Will be able to bring in a strategic investor to provide further value unlocking. 

e) Will have access to steady cash generation businesses. 

f) Will enjoy tremendous scale benefits & cost synergies to aid growth. 

g) Hence, we believe the valuations are reasonable.  

h) A small arbitrage opportunity?  

a. Swap ratio: 92 shares of TV18 per 100 shares of Network18 

b. CMP of Network18: 43.30 (As of 7/17) – tells us that price of TV18 should be 39.8 

 

Extras: Advertising Revenue Metrics (Source: Quora Forums) 

TRP (Television Rating Point) refers to a percentage of audience that views a certain television 

program or watches television during a certain time slot 

GRP (Gross Rating Point) determines how many people actually saw the program & how many 

times. Rather than the number of people watching the program, GRP calculates the number of 

impressions a program creates  

GRP = Reach * Frequency 

Now a TV channel has GRP and the TV show has TRP - Which means if the channel is viewed a 
lot irrespective to the show running on it, its GRP goes up giving it an opportunity to charge more 
per second for each ad placed on it. 

Now when a TV Show is viewed a lot then its TRP goes up, giving the channels to charge more per 
second for the ads placed in between the show.  
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This is NOT an investment advice. Please make your own decision, as blindly acting on anyone else’s 

research and opinions can be injurious to your wealth. We are not yet a registered Research Analyst. 


